Stage 1 or 2 cancer

- Patients usually have a period of watchful waiting during early stages. Sacred Frankincense can be taken orally after meal to see whether cancer cells can be stopped or to make surgery easier.
- Take Young Living Sacred Frankincense ONLY.
- After 3-6 weeks – do blood tests to ensure liver and kidney remain normal function, and scan & check tumour size.

Results -
1. If patient decides to have operation, it might be easier to remove because Sacred Frankincense might confine the tumor or reduces tumors in size;
2. Patient can opt out the surgery if tumor size reduces and continue to use Sacred Frankincense. So they have option.

- Not interfering treatment. At this point no clinical trials yet so we do not want to interfere with treatment. (a phase I clinical trial needs approximately US$20 million in pharmaceutical industry for a drug development. Natural products cannot be patented, so no one is willing to invest in the money to do the trial, except donations)
- At early cancer stages, when cancer are small they might response to Frankincense better.

Procedure

- start with 1 ml a time, 3 times a day after meal (20 drops = 1ml)
- the volume can be gradually increased to 2-3 ml a time and 3 times a day with a total volume of 6-9 ml a day. (= 2-3 caps of 20 drops per cap 3 times a day)
- If there is any adverse effects develop such as nausea, gastrointestinal irritations, or diarrhea, simply decrease the volume to 10 drops 3 times a day; if this low dosage still start detox symptoms can reduce even more.
- no yet seen liver or kidney problem in patients with 6 weeks of Enriched Formula (this is a stronger Sacred Frankincense formula that is done by Dr. Suhail)
- recommend to take a month or 2 & stop; have blood test on Kidneys & Liver function due to the history of taking longterm Chinese herbs affecting liver & kidneys, although they have never seen it in any Sacred Frankincense human cases

- Gary suggest take 3 weeks on then take 1 week break
- Dr Suhail recommends no need to take break

Advanced or Terminal Cancer

For terminal cancer, patients who only have a few months to live, if given enriched formula, Sacred Frankincense may be able to save their life.
For patients who have a few days/weeks to live, who are already on morphine, enriched formula can be given. It might not save their lives, but the quality of life is improved

A teenager who has Stage 5 renal cancer - The patient is currently being treated by Dr. Suhail with Enriched Sacred Frankincense formula. The patient is at the 5th week of treatment, scan shows tumour sizes have reduced by 25% in average. They expect the patient will probably need 5 cycle (3-4 weeks being 1 cycle) of treatment without having to travel to the hospital or go through chemo. There is also no reduction of productivity.
IMPORTANT NOTES:
- Chemical composition of Sacred Frankincense is complicated consisting of more than 300 compounds that we know of. It probably could be more than 500 compounds for all know. We don't know which one (or more) of these compounds is anti-cancer.
- essential oils used in aromatherapy includes added synthetics to enhance flavor or smell. We cannot expect from these oils similar biomedical effect that we expect from nature products
- it is important to understand that nature cannot be imitated. Hence we DO NOT RECOMMEND using any other brand of Essential Oils where there might be additives or just contain synthetic components that mimic the smell of plants. Other companies do add liquid paraffin or other synthetic substance to their product that will cause serious damages to organ functions such as the liver and kidney. Unfortunately, treating cancer is a life & death situation.
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Disclaimer : These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration, or the Hong Kong Health Department. I am not a doctor. These statements & products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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